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Consumer Energy Alliance (CEA) 
CEA advocates for various consumer 
stakeholders on energy and environmental 
issues on the regional, state, and federal levels

CEA states that energy production and environmental stewardship are not mutually exclusive. CEA is focused 
on advancing policies that consider consumer needs and support technology and innovation. CEA supports 
affordable and reliable energy in all forms. 

Greater Houston Partnership 
The Greater Houston Partnership is an 
economic development organization that 
advocates pro-business policies

The Greater Houston Partnership is focused on identifying solutions that take on the dual challenge of meeting 
the world’s increasing energy needs while lowering the world’s carbon footprint. In 2020, the Greater Houston 
Partnership prioritized efforts to position Houston to lead the global energy transition, working to support the 
world’s need for lower carbon intensity energy, including energy efficiency, natural gas, and opportunities to 
scale critical negative emissions technologies such as CCUS.

Independent Petroleum Association of 
America (IPAA) 
IPAA represents U.S. independent oil and 
natural gas producers

IPAA’s stated purpose is to advocate for federal policies that promote the safe development and use of 
American oil and natural gas. IPAA believes well-reasoned, cost effective steps can be taken to limit the 
generation of GHGs. IPAA also supports global cooperation, which it views as essential to avoid national 
adverse economic actions without global GHG benefits.

Louisiana Mid-Continent Oil & Gas 
Association (LMOGA) 
LMOGA represents all sectors of the oil and 
gas industry operating in Louisiana and the Gulf 
of Mexico

LMOGA seeks to promote and advocate policies that demonstrate that energy production and environmental 
stewardship can coexist. LMOGA members have established a Carbon Committee to promote the advancement 
of CCUS technology. In 2020, LMOGA hosted a CCUS workshop to discuss potential solutions and explore 
opportunities to help bring CCUS projects to Louisiana. 

National Association of Manufacturers 
(NAM) 
NAM represents small and large U.S. 
manufacturers in various industry sectors and 
advocates pro-manufacturing policies

NAM supports the objectives of the Paris Agreement to reduce climate risks. NAM has called for Congressional 
action on climate policy that achieves meaningful, cost-effective GHG reductions while maintaining a strong 
economy. NAM’s principles support a level playing field that prevents carbon leakage, while maintaining 
manufacturers’ global competitiveness. NAM supports innovation and technological deployment to help 
decarbonize manufacturing.

Natural Gas Supply Association (NGSA) 
NGSA represents U.S. integrated and 
independent companies that supply natural gas 
and focuses on producer-marketer issues related 
to the downstream natural gas industry

NGSA supports the Paris Agreement and believes the U.S. should remain part of the Agreement. In addition, 
NGSA advocates for economy-wide carbon pricing and, in the absence of national policy, carbon pricing in 
power markets. For example, NGSA encouraged the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to hold a 
technical conference on carbon pricing, and NGSA participated in that September 2020 FERC conference. On 
methane, NGSA supports cost-effective methane policies and regulations. NGSA is committed to reducing 
methane emissions and improving the quality of methane data to achieve greater transparency.

New Mexico Oil & Gas Association (NMOGA) 
NMOGA represents oil and natural gas 
companies and other stakeholders on 
issues related to oil and gas development 
in New Mexico

NMOGA is committed to working with federal and state leaders to reduce emissions and combat climate 
change through pragmatic and cost-effective regulations that promote creativity and innovation. On methane, 
NMOGA is committed to capturing as much natural gas as possible for beneficial use to reduce flaring.

Texas Oil & Gas Association (TXOGA) 
TXOGA represents oil and natural gas 
companies and other stakeholders on issues 
related to oil and gas development in Texas

TXOGA is a founding member of the Texas Methane Flaring Coalition (TMFC), which includes seven trade 
associations and more than 40 Texas operators, and supports proactive opportunities to partner with state 
agencies to reduce industry’s emissions.

United States Council for International 
Business (USCIB) 
USCIB promotes a variety of business views 
across multiple sectors to the U.S. government 
and to international policy makers

USCIB’s priorities include advancing global climate action alongside energy security, innovation and climate 
resilience. Related to its priorities, USCIB supports the Paris Agreement and believes the U.S. should remain 
part of the Agreement. USCIB principles recognize carbon pricing as an important climate policy tool, and 
USCIB seeks opportunities to design international climate cooperation that works with markets to encourage 
companies in all sectors to integrate climate mitigation into their activities, supply and value chains.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce (U.S. Chamber) 
The U.S. Chamber develops and implements 
policy on major issues affecting U.S. businesses 
of all sizes across many sectors of the economy

Building on the highlighted section on page 7, the U.S. Chamber believes that the U.S should be a world leader 
in climate change science and technologies. In November 2019, the U.S. Chamber announced its support for 
U.S. participation in the Paris Agreement. The U.S. Chamber also emphasizes the importance of market-based 
approaches, efficiency, and resilient infrastructure in addressing climate change. The U.S. Chamber supports 
innovation-related legislation, and the phasedown of HFCs. It is also working on a path forward on light duty 
vehicle fuel economy and GHG standards that provide regulatory certainty, continue progress on mileage and 
emissions reductions, and preserve a unified national program for vehicle sales. 

Western States Petroleum Association 
(WSPA) 
WSPA is a non-profit trade association 
that represents companies involved in 
petroleum exploration, production, refining, 
transportation and marketing, in the five 
western states of Arizona, California, Nevada, 
Oregon, and Washington

WSPA works to support development of the energy the world needs while addressing concerns 
associated with climate change. WSPA recommends, for states considering climate policies, that 
market-based approaches can help balance the need to achieve GHG emission targets while reducing the 
economic impact on families, consumers, and the economy. 


